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Thrasyphon Hierokleidou Xypetaion 

Sterling Dow 

THRASYPHON was a notable Athenian of the 240's to 220's B.C. 

His name is preserved in two decrees proposed by him and is 
restorable in a third. Various errors have obscured knowledge 

of Thrasyphon, and a full treatment, despite-or because of?-the 
numerous corrections may have some interest. 

MEANING OF f9pacvcpwv. f9pacvcpwv is from (}pacvc and cp&WV,l but 
there is much uncertainty about just how Greek names were under
stood. Pape translated it 'Hartbert als Starker od. kuhn gHinzend'. 2 

Thrasyphon is uncommon, but the large number of names in (}pacv

(Bechtel 211-13) and of Athenians bearing such names (114 in 
Prosopographia Attica) proves that the first meaning given in LS], 
'bold', was the accepted meaning for the nomen, and not the 
pejorative '(2.) more freq. in bad sense, over-bold, rash ... audacious, 
arrogant, insolent'. 

OTHER ATHENIANS NAMED THRASYPHON. The following, mostly in 
J. Kirchner, Prosopographia Attica, are all there are: 

(PA 7371. Not Thrasyphon: the reading was corrected in IG IP 478 ii 
37 to [P]asiphontos.) 

PA 7372. Not from Alopeke: the Arkhon of221/0 B.C. IG IP 1706.81 
was restored [apx 8pacv¢>]wv }1AW1TE. Subsequently the fragment bearing 
line 81 was shown to belong, not to 221/0 B.C., but lower in the stele. 3 

The restoration had to be abandoned and the connection of Thrasyphon 
with Alopeke dissolved. In view of the rarity of the name and the fact that 
most Arkhons were aristocrats, the suggestion seemed natural that the 
Arkhon Thrasyphon was PA 7373, Thrasyphon Hierokleidou Xypetaion, 
who was a member of the Genos of the Kerykes; one of his decrees, 
IG IP 1235, dates from after 230 B.C. 4 This identification too was mistaken. 

1 F. Bechtel, Die historischen Personennamen des Griechischen bis zur Kaiserzeit (Halle 1917) 
211-12,460-61. 

2 W. Pape, W6rterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen 3 , ed. G. F. Benseler (Braunschweig 
1863-1870, repro 1959) S.V. 

3 S. Dow, Hesperia 2 (1933) 418-46 and plates XII-XIV. 

4 Dow, op.cit. (supra n.3) 433-36, 444; and idem, AJA 40 (1936) 60-62. 
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332 THRASYPHON HIEROKLEIDOU XYPETAION 

A small new fragment of IG IP 1706 showed that the Arkhon of 221/0 
B.C. was [apx BpacvcPwv EV]WVV(fL€lic).5 The restoration fits the space, as 
determined by the next full line, 87, exactly. These prominent families 
were few but often persistent. Merely as a suggestion to be kept in mind, 
note that in Euonymon-a large Deme, to be sure-there was earlier 
(398/7 B.C.) a Thrasyllos, one of a known family.6 

(PA 7387.) Erroneously omitted from PA as a separate entry, the father 
in PA 7387, Bpacwv BpacvcPwvToC KtKVVVEVC, should have been entered 
after PA 7372, and again, with the Demotai, on page 557. The son, PA 
7387, was a Pythaist ca 100 B.C., and the fairly pretentious grave monu
ments of each of his two sons, IG IP 6460 and 6465, formerly dated under 
the Empire, have been moved back to med. s.I a. (No Thrasyphon is now 
left in IG III, but there are still many persons in Bpacv-, so that the 
pejorative meaning had not prevailed. The Deme being very small, 
Kirchner was right in calling attention to PA 7385, Thrason Kikynneus, 
who was a Thesmothetes in 225/4 B.C.,7 and to PA 7386, Thrason 
Euarkhidou Kikynneus, an Ephebos of 111/0 B.C. 

PA 7373. The subject of the present article. 
PA 7374. Father of an Ephebos, 14AK€T7JC 8pacvrpwvTOC llEtpatEVC, of 

107/6 B.C. (IG IP 1011 iv 91). 

Thus at present the name Thrasyphon occurs in four Demes: 
Euonymon, Kikynna, Xypete and Peiraieus. There is evidence, not 
all positive but suggestive, that in two of the Demes the families were 
'propertied'. The fourth family is that of the Ephebos of Peiraieus 
(PA 7374), who necessarily had a father with some property. 

THRASYPHON HIEROKLEIDOU X YPETAION AND HIS FAMILY. Of the 
third propertied family, that of PA 7373, one ancestor, three decrees 
and one descendant may be listed: 

350/49 B.C. <I€poKA€l8'YJC was Daidoukhos: 8 PA 7460A. The name 
Hierokleides was not uncommon (14 others in PA), but the Daidou
khos had to belong to the Cenos of the Kerykes. 

5 B. D. Meritt, Hesperia 23 (1954) 244, no.17. 
6 PA 7343; J. K. Davies, Athenian Propertied Families, 600-300 B.C. (Oxford 1971) no. 

11221. 
7 IG IJ2 1706; Dow, op.cit. (supra n.3) pI. XIV line 47. 
8 K. Clinton, The Sacred Officials of the Eleusinian Mysteries (TAPS N.S. 64.3 [1974]) 50A, 

46A [hereafter, CLINTON with page number]. 
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THRASYPHON HIEROKLEIDOU X YPETAION 

248/7 B.C. Thrasyphon Hierokleidou Xypetaion is Rhetor of IG 
112 683, a decree of the Boule and Demos passed in the year of the 
Arkhon Hieron, in honor of the Epimeletai of the Mysteries in the 
preceding year, the year of the Arkhon Polyeuktos. The names of 
the Epimeletai are not preserved. 

Although it could be imagined that such a decree was proposed 
by a young man acting on behalf of his elders, as Perikles was said, 
later, to have let others do the actual talking, still that seems unlikely. 
A resolution to praise the great dignitaries was a solemn affair. 
All the more if it involved partisan feeling, it should not be proposed 
by an underling but by a personage of acknowledged prestige. So in 
the years of Polyeuktos and Hieron, probably Thrasyphon was 
already mature and fairly eminent. 

IG 112 683, EPIGRAPHICAL NOTES; THE EPIMELETAI OF THE 

MYSTERIES. It was a modest Hymettian stele, set up at Eleusis. The 
stoikhedon order is never violated; there is no concession to syllabi
fication. The lettering is excellent, the best style of post med. s. III a. 
In line 2 the chisel was held with the length of the blade at a slight 
angle so that only the bottom half of the letter got inscribed. This 
feature is seen in the work of the mason of IG IP 1706.9 In line 8 the 
xi of E~O EN was never inscribed, nor the lambda of BOY EI in line 8 
(the epsilon is given in the Corrigenda). The mason did not like the 
letter xi; he made the xi of line 9 as an epsilon with no vertical. 
Theta always lacks a central dot (lines I, 9, II, 12, 12, 15). Part of 
the third tau in line 13 shows, and of the first iota in 14. Dot the 
lambda in line 16. Note that, here in Eleusis where the inscription was 
set up, Antigonos in line 16 escaped erasure. 

The decree honors o[ E7n/_u:ATJTa'i TWV JLVCTTJp{WV o[ XHpOTO! VTJf)EvTEC 

TOV EVWVTOV TOV E7T~ []OAVEVKTOV a!PxovTOC (lines 10--12). Reasons for 
the honors are given before the inscription breaks off: the Epimeletai 
have offered the ancestral Eleusinian sacrifices on behalf of the 
Athenaioi and Basileus Antigonos; then, before any other details are 
given, and before the Epimeletai are named, the inscription breaks 
off. It is a pity. Arist. Ath.Pol. 57.2 states that the (Arkhon) Basileus 
7TPWTOV JLEV JLVCTTJp{WV E7nJLEAELTat JLETa TWV EmJLEATJTwV Jw <> SijJLOC 

9 See e.g. S. V. Tracy, Hesperia 47 (1978) 267. 
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~ '" I , 'c': 'A e ' " ., '" , 'c': E' , '" ~ " '" ' XEtPOTOVEt, OVO fJ-EV ES .t"i 'Y}VCUWV a7TaVTWV, EVa 0 ES VfJ-0l\7TWWV Eva 0 

EK K'Y}pUKWV. In the preserved decrees honoring Epimeletai of the 
Mysteria, the Eleusinian Gennetai are never once mentioned; it is 
the two citizens chosen by the Demos who get the honors. The 
common opinion is that Aristotle erred. 

This is not the place to attempt a solution. It should merely be 
noted here that sacrifices of national importance would be more 
likely to be entrusted, not just to a pair of citizens but to a board of 
five. Moreover Thrasyphon, who later (at least: Ie 112 1235, infra) 
was zealous for his fellow-Kerykes, would probably not propose a 
decree, to be set up at Eleusis, honoring a couple of non
Eleusinians. 

236/5. Ie 112 787 is a decree of the Boule and Demos passed in the 
year of the Arkhon [Ekphantos] to honor the Epheboi and their 
officials of the previous year, the year of the Arkhon [Ki]mon (line 
b8). The Rhetor is lost except for the end of his demotic, AIQN. 
Long since it was realized that only one demotic has this ending, and 
in Ie II as well as Ie 112 the restoration is, correctly, [EV7TET ]atwv. 

Before it-the inscription being stoikhedon-19 spaces need to be 
filled by the nomen plus patronymic. 1 suggested [(9pacvcpwv 

'IEpoKAELDov Evm:T ]/Xtwv.l0 Xypete was a fairly large deme, and two 
names totaling 19 letters are about average, but in that one genera
tion there cannot have been many Demotai in 19 letters who were 
given to proposing public honors for officials. The restoration can 
perhaps be classed as a reasonable conjecture. 

Ie 112 787 REEDITED. The stele was surmounted by a pediment, 
and the peak of the gable is preserved. The peak is directly above the 
first preserved pi in line l. With a (stoikhedon) line of 41 letters re
stored, as at present, and correctly, the pi in question is the middle 
letter (the 21 st) ; though unnecessarily, this confirms the restoration. 
Here the mason showed the same neatness in the layout that he did 
in the lettering. But not always. The clause of passage, line 7, 
according to the 'Perfect Design', 11 which he was following, should 

10 op.cit. (supra n.4) 60, 62. 
11 Original description: op.cit. (supra n.4) 62-65. Fullest treatment: W. B. Dinsmoor, 

The Athenian Archon List in the Light qf Recent Discoveries (New York 1939) 16-17. 
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have been centered: it contains 26 letters, and should have been 
preceded by a gap of 8 or 7 letters and followed by a gap of 7 or 8 
letters. Actually it is preceded by a gap of 9 and followed by a gap 
of 6. 

Like other registers of Epheboi, such as the new one of 205/4 
B.C.,12 the present one includes important youths, but restoration of 
the text as given in Ie 112 is impossible because it gives no indication 
of the number ofletters missing. The text which follows has a number 
of petty variations from Ie 112 which need no comment. 

Ie IP 787 

236/5 B.C. STOIKH. 41 

1 ['E7Ti 'EK,paVTOV ~pXOVTO]C J7T~ TijC )!VTW[X{]99[C] T[p]{T1)C 

2 [7TpVT<XV€{ae 1)£ l11)J-L~Tp ?]foe l11)J-L1)Tp{o[v] 'ln7ToT[OJ-La](1)c 

3 [EypaJ-LJ-LaTEvEv B01)SpwJ-L£]wvoc OySOE£ E7T~ 9€«[a] TETCt 

4 [pT7]£ Kat O€KtXT7]£ Tije 7TPV JraVE{ae JK[ K ]..\7]ct[ a TWV] 7J'po 

5 [€OPwV E7TEtP~¢n~Ev ... 6 ... ]60CPPge IIvpp£x[i]wvoc cp~v 
6 [EVC Kai CVJ-L7TPOESpO£] 

7 [ vac.9 c8og€v -fij£ .sovAJii£ Ka~ TW£ S~J-LW£ vac. 6 

8 [epacv,pwv 'IEpoKAE{Sov EV7TET?]atWV Et7TEV v J7T[E]£S~ 0 

9 [ ........ ~~ ........ T{)V KOCJ-L1)T ?JiJv TWV J4>~f}wv Ell # 
10 [ .............. 2? ............. ]~ ~[_ 

Uncertain number of lines missing 

12 [ 
13 [ 

[In a painted 
wreath :] 

16 [~ .sOVA~] 
17 [Tove J] 
18 [4>~.soue ] 

-39-

-32-
]PO 

, ~ '] , , 
He DE T7]va 

[In a painted 
wreath :] 

19 [0 oijJ-Loe TOV] 

20 [KOCJ-L7]T~V ] 

21 [._-------] 
22 [--------] 
23 [--------] 

12 J. S. Traill, Hesperia 45 (1976) 302-03. 

41+1[ +1] 

In a [painted 
wreath :] 

24 o oijJ-LOC 

25 ' , Tove E 

26 4>~.soue 
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27 [oj F;€PHBEYLANTEL Ell) KI]MQ{N}9L "APXONTOL 

28-40 [Missing in Col. i: 50 [~~_4_ o]wpoc NLKOOWPOV €PpdPL 
rubrics and Epheboi 
[)1vnyovLooC] )1Kap,avTLooc 

[ A' " ] [ ca 41 , £JTJfLYJTpLaOOC ----]IXTOC LWCTplXTOV KHpIX>" 

, EpEX8ELOOC] 

41 [AlYELOOC] 

[ ca 3t] , .a '" '\ 'IE ---- KpaTYJC OEO'!AI\OV PfLEt 
OlVELOOC 

55 [ ca 5] '0 ' A ----- TJfLOC VTJTOpOC ovc 
KEKP07TLOOC 

[AEWV] /fL XTJctov AlgwvcVc 

[ ca 4t], ffi \ '8 'A8 ---- LWV '¥IXI\IXV ov .rt fLOVE 

[_:a-~{3J9V>"OC KTTJCLKMovc Alg 

60 [ ca 6t ] M' II 8 ' ----- TJC EVWVOC L EVC 

[' 17T ] 7To8wVTLOOC 
ca 10-11 ca 3 

[-----------h[--- IlEluN'f~ 

[L1POfLECXC L1PO]fLEOU 'Epx[u:vc] 
[Missing: 2 lines, including 

AlcxVT{OOC] 

[ ca 8t ]'A 'K[ -------- 9C .rtpLCTOfLEVOV - 65 [ ] ~ [-
[II] C;XVOLOV{OOC Xap{ac €pp,?v?[-

45 [----'~~---]LOTJC 'HALOOWpOV IIaLav )1vn[ox{ooc] 

[--c~~--]!,LOTJC 'HALOOWpOU IImavL IIcxvTaKMjc Kp[-

[!~it] KOC NLKOf3ovAov KpW1T{O 

49 [_~--.?i_] C Ev{3ovAov AWKOVOE 

70 KaA>..tcTpaToc [-

[In a painted 
wreath: 
the Paidotribes?] 

[In a painted wreath: 
the Toxotes?] 

[In a painted 
wreath:] 

76 [~ {3ov>"~ 

[OOHfLOC 
[TOV &:] Kovnc 
[T7JV ------J 

80 [------J 

vac. 

[In a painted wreath: 
the Katapel
taphetes ?] 

[In a painted 
wreath: 
the Hoplomakhos?] 

[In a painted wreath: 
the Grammateus ?'] 
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COMMENTARY ON THE TEXT 

LINE 1. The restoration of the Arkhon as Ekphantos, originally by 
Ferguson 13 (year 236/5), appears to be unquestionable. 14 But about the 
precise form [€1TL ' EK1>cfvTov apxovTo] C there is a very real question. An 
inscription from E1eusis 15 was found by P. Traywick to contain a variant 
form, l7Tl. r EKxcpavTov], and in publishing it we noted that in IG IP 788, 
which had the only other preserved mention of this Arkhon, the reading is 
€1T' , EK1>cfvTov. 16 Hence the restoration of Ekphantos in the present line 1 
might call for one letter fewer or one letter more than the stoikhedon order 
permits. 17 In any case, the man Ekphantos continues to be unidentifiable. 

LINE 2. So much stone is preserved in the area of the letter before O~ 
that a slight nick there helps to make iota plausible. The nomen of the 

Grammateus was [ ... 6 ... ]LOC, and I suggest that he was named for his 
father. The mu in the demotic, read undotted hitherto, is illusory. 

LINE 5. In his majuscule copy, Koehler recorded the bottoms of the 
last three letters, but in his transcription he replaced them with four dots 
instead of (the correct) three, and Kirchner printed nothing but three 
dots. The first two traces Koehler recorded were however correct. First 
is a vertical stroke, centered in the stoikhos: it can only be iota, tau, 
upsilon, phi or psi. Next is a slant which can only be alpha or lambda. In 
the third place (the last stoikhos of line 5) Koehler had a dot, centered, 
again as if for the vertical stoke of iota, tau, upsilon, phi, psi. The dot is still 
there. There are other marks, accidents. The only demotic which will fit 
the traces is <P~YI[€Vc. Names in ...... 6SwPoc are L1LOvVC-, <H1>a£cT-, 
6hf-/-LCT- and 'OAVf-/-1T£-. The name flVPPLXLWV occurs nowhere else. 18 

flVPPLXOC is familiar, but the diminutive should be treated with respect. 
LINE 9. Hitherto this line has been left unrestored. The first preserved 

letter, next before the first nu, may be an eta. The beta can be read, dotted, 
and the last letter seems to be represented by the end of a top hori2iontal 
stroke, ~" I have not found any passage to help with the restoration. 

LINE 14. Koehler and Kirchner thought that ~EIT occupied three 
stoikhoi, but the tau is properly centered in its stoikhos, and for some 

13 W. S. Ferguson, The Priests of Asclepios (CPCP 1.5, Berkeley 1907) 133, 140. 
14 W. B. Dinsmoor, The Archons cif Athens (Cambridge [Mass.] 1931) 103-05. 
15 J. Pouilloux, La forteresse de Rhamnonte (Paris 1954) 129-32. 
16 S. Dow I P. Traywick, Glotta 45 (1967) 195-98. 
17 It does not strengthen confidence in the successive lists of Arkhons (Historia 26 

[1977] 161-91 et ante) to find that this possibility and the would-be full treatment in 
Glotta (supra n.16) are not mentioned. 

18 The present instance is in PA, but, alarmingly, not in F. Dornseiff I B. Hansen, 
Ruckliiufiges WorteTbuch deT griechischen Eigennamen (Berlin 1957), nor in Bechtel, op.cit. 

(supra n.1) 393. 
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reason not apparent, H~EI are crowded into three stoikhoi. In order to 
restore the regular words earlier in the line, they put THITHJ\H~, but it is 
preferable to assume another crowding and to restore Tfjc CT~A'Y}C. 

THE FIRST Row OF CROWNS. A. Wilhelm, addendum on page 667 to 
IG IP 787, pointed out that the crown of the Demos, at the right, lines 
24--26, should be balanced by one of the Boule, restored, at the left. 
Pelekidis studied the various systematic aspects (index, page 315).19 The 
text is affected by page 173 note 4, where he restores a crown, between 
Wilhelm's two, with honors by the Demos to the Kosmetes. The position 
of the Demos' crown for the Epheboi, lines 24-26, is so far to the right 
that a central crown would indeed be demanded by the spacing alone. 
This gives support, though unnecessary, to the restoration supra of the 
Kosmetes in line 9. For honors, Thrasyphon would put the Kosmetes first, 
and not any of the trainers. 

LINE 27. The first omikron must be dotted because in isolation it could 
be theta. For the first nu, Koehler's majuscule copy has IV but the (end 
of the) oblique stroke is imaginary. Enough of the surface is preserved to 
show it if it were there. The Arkhon's name reads MQIIQ~. The oblique 
stroke, apparently, was never inscribed. But the two verticals, so far as 
they are preserved, are different: the left-hand vertical is thin and 
unornamented; the right-hand vertical is thicker and at the bottom has a 
small sern. Both these strokes are precisely like those of the (preserved) 
second nu. The Arkhon Kimon of this period, as distinct from an Arkhon 
Kimon of init. s. III a. (now dated 288/7 B.C.), is vouched for by IG IP 
1299 line 60 and also IG IP 1297 line 2.20 In the present line, the Arkhon's 
name should be read KlJ/Lw{V}9C. 

Number of Epheboi. In previous tabulations of numbers of Epheboi, Day 
gave this inscription "c. 31" and Pelekidis gave "31"; the same figure had 
been given by me.21 In all three instances, doubtless, it was based on 
Kirchner's version, in which there are 43 lines in all, including the 12 
Phylai, so that by subtraction the Epheboi were 31. Everything depends 
on the size of the gap between fragments be and de; for this purpose I 
have not examined the fragments in the Epigraphical Museum. In 
Kirchner's version, two lines are missing between line 62 and the newly 
read line 65, so that Hippothontis and Aiantis together had a total of 4 
(if Aiantis was presented). This might be reduced by 1, leaving Hippo-

19 C. Pelekidis, Histoire de Nphibie attique des origines Ii 31 avant Jesus-Christ (Ecole fran
~aise d'Athenes, Travaux et Memoires 13 [Paris 1962]). 

20 Add to W. K. Pritchett / B. D. Meritt, The Chronology of Hellenistic Athens (Cambridge 
[Mass.] 1940) xxiii. 

21 John Day, An &onomic History of Athens under Roman Domination (New York 1942) 275; 
Pelekidis, op.cit. (supra n.19) 165; S. Dow, HSCP 48 (1937) 109. 
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thontis with 1; or increased to 5 for Hippothontis (if Aiantis had none). 
Thus the whole number was ca 29-33; probably not fewer nor more. 

REGISTER OF EPHEBOI. After line IS, as IG IP should have said, the 
arrangement is non-stoikhedon. The spacing varies considerably even 
within lines, and estimates of letters missing have to be based on what is 
preserved; an unusual margin of error has to be allowed for. 

COL. I. LINE 41. An Ephebos who like [Dromeas] in line 42 was a 
member of one of the most prominent families would almost certainly 
be placed first in the list for his Phyle, like Leon Aixoneus in line 57.
Restore [AlYELSOC] in line 41. Earlier, IG IP has [' EpEXB7JLSOC], and here, 
with no accent, IG IP has [AlY7JtSoc], despite the clear reading OlVELSOC 
in line 54. Later, at least, epsilon was used consistently: see, conveniently, 
IG IP 1006, 1008, 1009, 1028. 

LINES 42-49. Estimates of the number of letters missing at the begin
nings of lines depend on the restoration of line 42. 

LINE 42. As subscribers in 247/6 B.C., next after the leaders of the state, 
who were Eurykleides and Mikion Kephisieis, were listed Dromeas 
Erkhieus, in line 36, and after him Diokles Erkhieus, in line 37 (IG IP 
791). They were brothers, and their position shows that they were the 
second family of Athens. According to what was probably a general 
practice, Dromeas, listed first, was the elder. The present line, which 
evidently contains a son of his, has long been restored, to give an alterna
tion of names, [Diokles]. Pritchett published a fragmentary list of 
Epheboi in which line 8 was read [LhoKA}ry[c] 4 [po]p.EOV 'EpXt[EVC].22 The 
restoration fits the space exactly. This name and one other suggested a 
date ca 235 B.C. for the new list. The poor squeeze poorly reproduced 
(plate 38-all that was possible in 1947) gives an inadequate basis for 
readings and style of letters, but it seems clear that, as Prichett says, 
except in one spot the list is inscribed stoikhedon-a most unusual feature; 
no other list of Epheboi, and no list of Prytaneis in s. III a., is stoikhedon. 
These reservations, however, are merely cautionary. It is all but positive 
that the present Ephebos had a brother Diokles who was an Ephebos 
post med. s. III a., and Pritchett (p.187 n.ll) was right in suggesting that 
the present line should be restored [LlpofLEac Llpo]fLEOV. There is another, 
somewhat faint, possibility. In 216/5 B.C. the Arkhon was Hagnias 
Erkhieus, who was somehow related. The nomen of his father is unknown. 
If Hagnias were a son of a Dromeas, his name could be restored in the 
present line. He would be Arkhon, however, when only 39 or 40 years of 
age. 

22 W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia 16 (1947) 185-87, no.92. 
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Revising Kirchner's stemm a in PA 4023, Davies gave a stemma of the 
entire family, which is known in every generation from ante med. s. IVa. 
down tofin. s. II a. 23 Part of this stemma, excellent though it is as a whole, 
will need to be modified, but a proper treatment would be too lengthy 
here. 

LINE 43. The first omikron is very uncertain. 
LINES 45-46. The Deme Paiania was one of the largest, and the nomen 

Heliodoros was not uncommon. A Grammateus ofPrytaneis in 220[19 B.C., 

Heliodoros Dionysiou Paianieus, has been taken to be the father of the 
two brothers in lines 45-46. 24 The patronymic is different, but this may 
very well be correct. Other possible relatives, later, may be some of the 
following. 

Heliodoros Simonos Paianieus, an €yyv7JT71c of 157[6 B. C. 25 

Heliodoros Palan[ieus], honored in a decree for Prytaneis, 135/4 B.C., 

as <> €7Tt T() a7TopP7JTOV.26 
Heliodoros Diodotou [Paianieus], Arkhon Basileus in 128[7 B.C. 27 

His son, [DJiodotos Heliodorou Paianieus, Ephebos in 119/8 B.C. 28 

(Various mint magistrates whose demo tics are unknown.) 
A new inscription 29 has brought to light a new Arkhon, Diodotos, as 

usual without patronymic or demotic. Reinmuth mentions various 
bearers of the name, none of them Paianieis, as possible relatives of the 
new Arkhon.30 It would seem that a relative of the Epheboi brothers of 
236[5, and/or of the above, would be a better conjecture. 

LINE 50. [NtKOS]Wpoc might fit. 
LINE 52. [L'WCTp]CXTOC might fit. In PA Kirchner suggested that a 

brother might be Philis[tidJes Sos[trJatou Kephalethen, whose name 
occurs only on a grave monument, IG IP 637l. When Kirchner came to 
examine it for IG IP, the lettering of the grave monument proved to be 
much too late: Kirchner dated it's. II a.', and the shapes of the letters 
as he gives them could be later still. 

LINES 53-62. Thus far the only nomen restored is one from the well
known family of Leon[Kikhesias Aixoneus, line 57. The restoration can 
be considered positive. The estimates of space in the other lines are based 

23 op.cit. (supra n.6) 2-3, no.126. 
24 J. S. Traill, Hesperia 38 (1969) 426, no.2 lines 31-37, 49, 63; 427, 429. 
25 J. Sundwall, Nachtriige zur Prosopographia Attica (Helsingfors 1910) s.v. 
26 B. D. Meritt, Hesperia 21 (1952) 359-67, no.7 lines 56-57 with commentary; 

B. D. Meritt / J. S. Traill, Inscriptions: The Athenian Councillors (Athenian Agora XV, 
Princeton 1974) no.243. 

27 Sundwall, op.cit. (supra n.25) s.v. 
28 IG2 II 1008 i 113; PA 3905. 

29 op.cit. (supra n.12) 296-303. 
30 O. W. Reinmuth, Hesperia 43 (1974) 252. 
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on line 57. The spacing for so short a name would be wide, but the letters 
preserved in the other nomina are also widely spaced. Patronymics and 
demo tics are more crowded. 

LINE 53. The deme was small, so that a connection with Euangelos 
Theophilou Hermeios, whose sculptured grave monument Ie 112 6077 
attests prosperity post med. s. IVa., is plausible. The grave monument of 
the wife of a descendant named Theophilos may be Ie 112 6078, formerly 
dated s. III a., but now s. II a. With serif'd letters, it must be med. s. II a. 
at the earliest. 

LINE 55. Koehler and Kirchner printed [- - SJwwc, but delta is merely 
the commonest possibility; of the others, phi is commonest. 

LINE 57. Leon Aixoneus was a famous Athenian. Drawing up the only 
stemma of the family, Kirchner, PA 8445, based the dates of the five 
generations known to him on ca 232 as being thefloruit of the present Leon 
and of his brother the Thesmothetes of214/3 B.C. This is in need of change. 
Others of the family are now known, but a new stemma would be out of 
place here. 

LINE 58. A certain E/LLKVf}{wv IPaAav80v J48/LOVEVC was one of six 
/LEpapxaL honored by the Deme for their services in 324/3 B.C. (Ie 112 
1203.12-13, 21-22). Kirchner restored the name in the present line, 
perhaps rightly; but the preserved letters in line 58, IQN, are widely 
spaced, and the restoration calls for 6 (full) letters in the space where line 
57 had 5. 

LINE 62. Read a new letter, epsilon, in the patronymic. Koehler and 
Kirchner read three letters of the demotic and restored it. Add two more. 
Taken separately, each letter is doubtful, but taken together, the demotic 
is positive. 

LINE 65. In the second letter space, the bottom shows of a (new) 
vertical: the letter was tau, upsilon, phi or psi. Hence Aiantis probably had 
at least two Epheboi. Unless the rubric for Aiantis was never inscribed, 
the two Epheboi did not belong to Hippothontis. 

LINE 66. The first letters of the patronymic should be legible, but the 
squeeze, good elsewhere, fails here. 

LAST Two Rows OF CROWNS. The inscription III the crown for the 
Akontistes is preserved in lines 76-78. In line 78 the surface is blank after 
~KONTIL. A (new) line contained [THNJ. This was the middle crown of 
the upper row, and the six crowns may well have been arranged like those 
of an Ephebic inscription found in 1931 in the Agora. 31 

31 B. D. Meritt, Hesperia 2 (1933) 159 fig. 6, reprinted by Pelekidis, op.cit. (supra n.19) 
173 n.S; on the instructors, see Pelekidis 178-80. 
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229/8-208/7 B.C.; probably the early 220's. The Gene of the 
Eumolpidai and Kerykes often acted as one unit. Jointly they passed 
and inscribed a decree, IG 112 1235, which honors the Hierophantes 
of the previous year, scil. one of their own number. He was an 
Eleusinian. The decree was set up at Eleusis. Being, so to speak, 
their own business and mainly of local interest, the decree was not 
felt to need Athenian dating, so that no Arkhon is mentioned. It has 
to be dated by the lettering, which is distinctive, and by its Rhetor, 
Thrasyphon Hierokleidou Xypetaion. When he was putting in 
order the entire series of the various Eleusinian officials, it was 
natural for Clinton (p.23, no. 1 0) to date the arkhon-Iess Eleusinian 
decree by reference to IG 112 683, which preserved the Arkhon and 
was proposed, as Kirchner states in the commentary, by the same 
Thrasyphon. So Clinton dated IG 112 1235, and the Hierophantes 
preserved therein, "around 248/7." 

IG 112 1235 is inscribed by a mason, him of IG 112 1706, whose 
lettering is highly distinctive. Collecting no fewer than 49 inscrip
tions by this mason, S. V. Tracy did not get to see, or at least to cite, 
Clinton's work, and he gave IG2112 1235 the date which he (Tracy) 
gave to all the undated works of the IG IP 1706 mason, viz. "ca 215." 32 

This precise year is of course arbitrary, a middle year given for 
brevity. The mason's first known inscription is of 229/8 B.C.
probably he began getting commissions in that year of new be
ginnings-and his last known inscription, IG 112 849 (article 
forthcoming), is of 207/6 B.C. Of course he may have 'continued on 
for some years. 

IG 112 1235, EPIGRAPHICAL NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPH OF SQUEEZE: see AJA 40 (1936) 61, fig. 2. 
LETTERING. The mason did not like to inscribe xi: the one in line 1 is 

lightly and poorly inscribed; in line 11 is another poor one; a third in 
line 20. In line 12 he did a little better. Phi is often inept, as in lines 7, 
10, 17,21, although there are passable phis in 1, 2, 6, 13. Omega in line 18 
is unrecognizable as omega or any other letter. All of these flaws can be 
found in other inscriptions by this mason, who is Tracy's Mason of 
IG IP 1706.33 

32 Tracy, op.cit. (supra n.g) 247-50. 
33Ioc.cit. (supra n.32). 
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VACATS. At the ends oflines, in order to begin the next line with a word 
or syllable, he left blank spaces, notably, so as to begin the decree in line 2, 
he left blanks at the end ofline 1. Internally there is no blank except-not 
noted earlier-before aya8€L, i.e. the clause of passage in line 11. There 
are also, as regularly with this mason, occasional wide inter-letters. 

LETTERS PER LINE. Observation of the vacals at the ends of lines yields 
an interesting result. Counting them, and plotting the letters on squared 
paper with allowance of half a space for each iota, the regularity of the 
lettering is surprising. Line 20 is exceptional: in order to inscribe the end 
of the text on that line, rather than leave a few letters for a new line, 
the mason crowded the letters so that line 20 has 38 (full) letters. But the 
other lines vary only from 32 (one line only, line 3) to 35-!- (one line only, 
line 12). All the remaining 17 lines vary only from 32-!- to 35. There is a 
definite tendency to inscribe more letters per line: lines 1-8 are all 32-33 
letters, lines 9-19 are all 33-t-35-!-. 

The wreath below is large (the maximum diameter is the horizontal, 
0.206 m.), accurately centered between the sides, and very well cut. The 
branches intersect at the top (as always, until in Roman times they meet 
at the bottom), where they make a convincing knot, and flare out at the 
sides with decoratively enlarged ends. The leaves, presumably myrtle 
(line 14), are abundant. At the top, for the outside leaves and some on 
the inside, both edges are inscribed and the leaves stand out independently; 
in the bottom half, most of the leaves overlap each other. 

PROSOPOGRAPHY. The Hierophantes honored by the decree is 
Khairetios Prophetou Eleusinios. He is no. 10 in Clinton's list (p.23). 
To that notice a relative should be added. In his excellent publica
tion of the decree, important both for the Mysteries and for the 
Aitolian League in 367/6 B.C., Schweigert did not fail to note that 
the Spondophoros IIpl[oc/>~T1]v] in lines 12-13, who as a Spondo
phoros was necessarily a Eumolpides or Keryx, could well be an 
ancestor of the present Khairetios Prophetou.34 The other Spondo
phoros of 367/6 was a certain 'Emy€v1]c (no patronymic or demotic 
given), and Schweigert suggested (p.ll) that he was related to 
Epigenes Lysaniou Eleusinios, known from a grave monument 
IG IF 6031, apparently now lost. The reason for this suggestion was 
doubtless the demotic Eleusinios, but at present no Eleusinian 
Gennetes is known to have belonged to the Deme Eleusis-with one 
exception, the present Khairetios.35 

34 E. Schweigert, Hesperia 8 (1939) 5-12, esp. 10-11. 
35 Clinton p.8 nA. 
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A more interesting connection can be suggested. A Priestess of 
Demeter, name unknown, set up a dedication in Athens, doubtless 
in the Eleusinion, near which it was found: 36 

•• , A' [ J TJ tEpEa .&.JTJ/LTJT pOC -----

'E' , 'A [ , "() J 7TLyEVOC /LTJTTJP rJ.Xap'P EWC aVE TJKEV 

[-----JOC J4P£CTEL8o E~[ OLTJCEV J 
It was a substantial base, bearing a statue (of Demeter?) by a 
sculptor, unknown to us, who signed it. The lettering and orthog
raphy suggest a date ante med. s. IVa. Since the mother mentioned 
this one son, it is likely enough that he was well known. The reason 
why he was well known may have been that he was the Spondo
phoros with Prophetes when the Trikhonieis seized the two of them. 
The Priestess is no.3 in Clinton's list (p. 70B). Note that the Priestess 
could come from the Genos of the Kerykes (Clinton p. 76A; clarify 
76B ?), so that her son would be eligible to be a Spondophoros. 

Fin. s. III a. HIEROKLEIDES, ALTAR PRIEST AND DAIDOUKHOS. Since 
each of these officials had to be a Keryx, it seems a conjecture worth 
keeping in mind that the Altar Priest Hierokleides of ante fin. s. III a. 
(Clinton p.82B no.2) and the Daidoukhos Hierokleides of fin. s. 
III a. (Clinton p.53B no.6) were the same man, and that he was a 
son of the present Thrasyphon. This was first suggested by Threp
siades,37 and it is the basis-such as it is, the sole basis apart from 
IG IP 1235-for believing that Thrasyphon belonged to the 
Kerykes. 

THE KERYX THRASYPHON. His was evidently a conservative, stable 
family, in which was transmitted, over the centuries, the (doubtless 
significant) name Hierokleides. (Various Hierophantai also bore this 
name.) 

Unknown to us, Thrasyphon may have held one or more of the 
'sacred' offices at Eleusis reserved for Kerykes. In his earlier years at 
least, he was free to propose decrees in the Ekklesia, and doubtless 
he was not legally prohibited at any time from holding 'political' 
office. Whether it would have been usual for him to do so is another 
question. We do not know that he did. 

36 B. D. Meritt, Hesperia 26 (1957) 79-80, no.25 and pI. 15; published without 
comment. 

37 1. Threpsiades, in K. Kourouniotes, • EAfiVCLlJLaKa I (Athens 1932) 235. 
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The decrees by which the present Thrasyphon is known to us all 
praise dignitaries, in two instances Eleusinian dignitaries; the 
Kosmetes of the Epheboi (IG IP 787) is lost, but it would not be 
surprising if he too were an Eleusinian. 

Of the two Gene which between them were responsible for the 
cult of Demeter and the associated deities, and especially for the 
ancient Mysteries, the Eumolpidai were clearly superior. It was they 
who provided the Hierophantes and the Exegetai. The Kerykes 
provided other officials; the Kerykes were not greatly inferior; once 
Aristotle could even name them first (Ath.Pol. 39.2). But the very 
name of the Kerykes implies functions which though vital and 
dignified were inferior. It is therefore notable that Thrasyphon 
speaks of the (one) Genos, and that in IG IP 1235 he puts the 
Kerykes first: TWt YEVEt TWV TE KYJPVKWV Kat EVILOA!mDwv (lines 3/4). 
In line 12 it is DED6xOat K~pv~t Kat EVf-L0A7rLDate. In the wreath (lines 
25-26) again the Kerykes are first. Members of the senior Genos 
may have smiled; they let it stand. But in lines 9-10 it is o7rwe --

T<X YEv'Y} c/>aLIl'YJTat TtI-'WvTEe, and in lines 19-20 the action is to be by 
\ " \ )' 0 I 't. t, ..... I d Tove apXOllTae Tove aEL Ka teTaf-LElIove ES EKaTEpov TOV YElIove, an 

finally (22-24) the arrangements for the stele are to be made by the 
Arkhontes TWlI yElIWV. And after all, in this decree by Thrasyphon, 
it is a Eumolpides who is honored. 

Nothing can be learned about Thrasyphon's mind from IG IP 787, 
because nearly all is lost. IG IP 683 dwells on sacrifices (by the 
Epimeletai), then breaks off. Sacrifices, if mentioned at all, should 
of course come first, as here, but the statement is full and seems 
emphatic. It is therefore notable that the other decree, IG IP 1235, 
though honoring a Hierophantes, makes no mention whatever of 
piety toward the Gods but only of practical helpfulness toward 
fellow-Gennetai. The decree gives particulars interesting for the 
announcements abroad of the Mysteries: Clinton (p.23) is good on 
this. 
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